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ABSTRACT:
The research try to attempt the test of various facts, variables, attributes with all possible qualitative and quantitative models in a hypothetical organization such as manufacturing, IT, and ITES sectors at different levels i.e., top level, middle level and front line. In general it is the assumption that stress levels are very high when employee start climbs up to the ladder with various positions and promotion. Every position makes employee more and more responsible and decisive. Every decision has bearing on his employment and existence in the company. Every conflict leads to stress make employ to bet his career along with his dependent family member. In other words, every dependent family member cause compromise in career development, risky decisions, make employee quite submissive in character and surrender whole and sole to organization without any bargain of any nature, may be financial or non financial. Simply give-up himself in all respects, a day never the later he quit organization sometime quit from life even.
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I. INTRODUCTION:
Work pressure is characterized as a quickly growing field, described by conflicts about wording and definitions however hidden concession to the factors of interest and their causal connections/these connections establish a theoretical grouping that starts with hierarchical predecessors to push. The requests of the climate can appear to be overwhelming or unmanageable, like targets, uncertain issues, clashes with peers, family issues, even kids' scholastic execution, parental wellbeing the rundown is very comprehensive which here and there prompts upheaval of individual at work spot and make him rebellious, haughty, disobedience and bizarre character. A portion of the reasons are maintainers of Herzberg and some are Douglas McGregor's hypothesis Y. Friends notice various or bewildering character at various occasions, likely forenoon, before lunch, after lunch, prior to leaving and prior to coming. What could be the issue is matter of brain research, humanism, and physical, social. Some of the time it very well may be even silly, why chief or subordinate act abruptly like that. It is very unusual with no recognized example or model, as the consequences of sensations of actual pressure, negative idea designs, and horrendous passionate encounters. Lazarus and Folkman (1984) recommended that pressure results when the requests of the climate are more prominent than the person's apparent adapting assets. A "stressor" is any occasion or boost that causes pressure.

Mental and actual wellbeing decides the person's life quality, profitability, work execution and movement. Moreover, it additionally has a solid effect on the adequacy and productivity of the capacities the individual has in their nearer or more extensive climate and furthermore impacts their public and social exercises. In light of this reality we can declare that the presence of projects that keep up and support the soundness of the people – at the end of the day the citizenry – is a significant social need. The current investigation has gathered reactions from a
comfort test of 268 representatives working in assembling units under various chains of command through survey strategy. The discoveries of the investigation are significant. The examination tracked down that the adequacy of individual in peace promotion planning to save emotional well-being is in close connection with organic wellbeing assurance and the ideal activity in dissolving clashes, in which referee has a significant job.

Peace promotion is the way toward restricting the negative parts of contention while expanding the positive parts of contention. Struggle is a typical, and surprisingly sound, part of connections. All things considered, two individuals can't be relied upon to concede to everything consistently. Since relationship clashes are inescapable, figuring out how to manage the base sound way is vital. At the point when struggle is botched, it can hurt the relationship. Be that as it may, when dealt with in a deferential and positive manner, struggle gives a chance to development, at last fortifying the connection between two individuals.

Types of Conflict:

The cycles of settling struggle are impacted by and large by the circumstances in which the contention happens, for instance, inside the setting of the association. Three sorts of conceivable struggle in an association are intrapersonal, relational, and intergroup.

Issue and Motivation: It isn't impudent to notice pressure of an individual dependent on federal retirement aide, status, type, certainty, confidence, dependability, personality at various situations in the association whether private or government and assembling. IT, ITES administrations. Notwithstanding, we all know there are numerous passing’s occurring in all areas simply because of occupation stress and struggle if expressive and there is no special case even in film field however the current examination not spotlight on creation of motion pictures. In the event that time allows the examination even broadened other different assistance areas moreover.

An individual encountering blame because of internal struggles regularly gets discouraged, fractious, and anxious. In any case, recognizing the real wellspring of the contention and recognizing what one wish to do and what ought to be done are two stages in overseeing internal struggle effectively. Wishing prompts staring off into space and proceeded with struggle, while genuine needing drives straightforwardly to a particular conduct. Along these lines, when there is a finish conduct, an individual feels more grounded and more certain; he has adapted to the situation and achieved good close to home change.

Struggle between people in a similar association: It exists at whatever point individuals interface here and there to create results or accomplish objectives. Since they contrast, in any case, from numerous points of view; demeanor, character, values, objectives, foundation, experience and so on the resultant struggle makes the accomplishment of the objectives very troublesome.

Struggle between bunches inside the association: It happens at whatever point there is a contact or cooperation between the gatherings. Three wellsprings of intergroup struggle are: Cohesion-“Staying together” inside a gathering frequently causes out-bunch antagonism; structure kind of administration and status of people inside a gathering are factors that increment struggle; power making moves which influence others and intentionally impacting the government assistance of others produces struggle with less amazing gatherings. Gatherings associated with struggle, by attempting to discover arrangements worthy to all, can diminish by useless parts of contention.

Rivalry for scant assets, inalienable struggle, line-staff connections, equalities in objectives and values and authoritative ambiguities are a portion of the significant purposes behind hierarchical contentions.

Job of Stress in Conflict Management While some working environment stress is ordinary, inordinate pressure can meddle with representative's efficiency and effect on their physical and enthusiastic wellbeing. The capacity to manage struggle can imply the distinction among progress and disappointment. One can't handle everything in their workplace, they become frail or couldn't handle pressure for the contention that implied with, despite the fact that they stuck in a tough spot. The feelings of anxiety vary dependent on the circumstance and sort of contention oversaw by the peace maker or director.

Need for the Study:
It is said that the next global frontier for India in corporate is encouraging constructive conflicts at workplace. Since conflicts are important for organizations and managers today to adapt and to bring change, the study is not only relevant but also significant. In view of the ongoing debate on how conflicts can be considered and managed as an important characteristic of an organization and how this conflicts show its impact as stress, a study of attitudes of executives/supervisors is considered relevant because mostly the conflicts are resolved with the help of supervisors/executives. With this study, we can also study the stress levels of them. Attitudes of executives/supervisors are important for managing conflicts that represent the constructive or destructive elements for a business organization, as they play a significant role in this aspect.

Scope of the study:
Present study confined to private and public sectors, further public sector divided into government and PSUs; later private sector further divided into manufacturing, IT, and ITES sectors. As study include organization India & abroad locations, regional disparities such as rural/urban/metro locations, gender, age, position and socio-economic back-ground also. The study gets start from October-2020 and continues up to September-2022 for period of two years approximately. The sample size at present thought of a minimum of 268 employees under each of the category including dichotomy.

The study covers mainly the type of conflict between employees (Managers and Supervisors) in respect of their values, approaches, and considerations, sources of conflicts, organizational practices to ensure respondents coordination, skills and awareness towards conflict management strategies for sustaining an effective organizational culture and stress levels of managers and supervisors in resolving conflicts in organization.

Literature Review:
Corbitt Clark and Mary (2005) characterized work pressure as “the destructive physical and enthusiastic reactions that happen when the prerequisites of the work don't coordinate with the capacities, assets, or requirements of the specialist.” The creator adds that the staggering impact of weight on laborers can be wrecking. Not exclusively is high pressure unfortunate, as reported in the article, however it costs bosses billions of dollars every year in territories, for example, burnout, turnover, absence of creation and non-attendance.

Blake and Mouton (1964) were among quick to introduce an applied plan for arranging the modes (styles) for taking care of relational contentions in five sorts: constraining, pulling out, and smoothing, bargaining, and critical thinking. Neges, G. also, Neges, R. (1998) characterized ten stages of peace making.

Rahim (2002) noticed that there is arrangement among the executives researchers that there is nobody best way to deal with decide, lead or oversee struggle. Additionally, rather making an unmistakable model of peace making, Rahim made a meta-model for struggle styles dependent on two measurements, worry for self and worry for other people.

Chung, B. G., and Schneider, B. (2002) center around workers' job clashes with regards to a point where they need to settle on a choice while they're serving for the two clients and their organizations. The investigation proposed a system for understanding potential results of contention that representatives may look at work. It likewise puts confirmations for where struggle may emerge when workers think what clients anticipate from them versus how the executives reward workers.

DelBel, J. C. (2003) examined the work environment hostility in medical care industry, in which attendants are presented to various types of animosity, both verbal and physical. The article gives insights about the adverse consequences of work environment hostility over the medical care staff. It is presumed that the administration needs to take preventive measures through lawful approaches and exacting preparing. The article prescribes various strategies to conquer struggle and stress (reflection, guiding and so forth) on the best way to manage working environment animosity, for example, stress the executives meetings and patient family/staff gatherings.

Bronson, (2004) gives a proposal that features the impacts of job struggle training for deployment work force and the relationship of the impacts of contention with burnout. Chief Bronson recommends that after arrangement the specific high pressure occasions caused more significant levels of burnout and struggle that before organization. Bronson talks about the ramifications of the discoveries.
Joyce, A. (2004) talked about ways struggle can be kept away from in the work environment by one specialist making a basic change. Joyce exhibits the worth of discussion in the compromise cycle by highlighting explicit models. She additionally shows through McCrea's (Conflict Resolution Guide, Counselor) experiences that numerous individuals will endure clashes since they are unfortunate of contention circumstances. McCrea accepts that managing struggle promptly can tackle a large number of the issues in the working environment, making for a more profitable work environment.

McClure, L. (2000) in his book named "Outrage and struggle in the work place" gave approaches to help in deciding whether somebody is having a terrible day or if there is a more noteworthy worry to be stressed over. It additionally discusses how to establish a climate that is less unpleasant. It gives understanding on the most proficient method to recognize emergency circumstances, struggle and feelings of outrage prior to spiraling into savagery.

Objectives of study:
- To understand, differentiate and assess the type of conflict influencing employee stress in the organization.
- To know whether conflicts are influenced by management practices, gender and culture bias.
- To observe impact of stress & conflict at various levels in different sectors.
- Positive and negative sides of stress & conflict at work place.

Hypotheses:
- There is no significant difference between stress & conflict in understanding in different sectors and at different levels of employees.
- There is no significant difference between stress & conflict management techniques in different sectors at different levels of employees whether it is government or private.
- There is no significant difference between employees working in software to that of manufacturing sectors in perception.

Research Design & Sampling:
Researcher initially divided into four sectors for data collection i.e., government, manufacturing, private, IT, ITES sectors for convenience. Further researcher interested to watch gender, age, level, location, income, assets, family background, spouse status, dependent issues at work-place, and impact of worst decisions both at individual life and organizational life. Data may be collected from clusters, strata, quota, judgment and convenient sampling techniques. A separate questionnaire/schedule served canvassed to all the category of employees at all levels and all sectors.

The research will be based on a systematic collection of data through primary and secondary sources. The data has been collected through questionnaire and personal interview. By using convenience sampling method, the sample size of 268 has been taken. Researcher make use of all primary and secondary sources of all nature including personal interview, observation, under-study, e-recording, Google-docs, speeches, articles, magazine stories, journals of both national and international repute. However, different types of sampling techniques, tools, methods and possible software at every point of finding and conclusions.

Limitations of the Study:
- Though it is planned in various sectors and super dichotomy the unbiased responses still doubted.
- Cooperation from individuals at higher level and high end organization is also one of the problems may encounter during study.
• In case of government organization a standard format for performance appraisal and very less possibility to other variables what we discuss in the questionnaire.

• In case of women employees/old-agers their equilibrium levels and patience levels are very high all responses follow hallow effect and we get positive responses most of the times.

• While handling youth employed from strong family back-ground quit very fast organization being risk-takers and break organizational barriers and powerful bargainers/troublers to any organization. These categories all times give quite different response for same questions. Researcher has to gauze two extremes which are quite difficult to diagnose problem and provide solution.

Data Analysis:
Reliability Test:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reliability Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cronbach's Alpha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.635</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interpretation: According to the reliability test, the all the variable has significant in relation

Variables Mean & Std. Deviation:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Descriptive Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>motivation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interpretation: According to the survey, employees working in IT sector are facing stress but employees have expectation on the company brand image.

Correlations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Correlations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stress</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pearson Correlation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sig. (1-tailed)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Interpretation: According to survey, Stress, Motivation, Training & Supportive Environment has positive correlation among the variables.

According to the correlation with Stress & Conflict:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Summary</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Conflicts
b. Dependent Variable: Stress

Interpretation: Stress and conflicts has significant relation but they are interrelated with both the variables, Conflicts leads stress and stress spoils the working environment.
Model Fit: Structure Equation Model

Indicates: F1: stress, F2: conflict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model Value</th>
<th>Analysis Values</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFI</td>
<td>0.903</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CFI</td>
<td>0.915</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NFI Delta 1</td>
<td>0.906</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGFI</td>
<td>0.901</td>
<td>Significant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Integration: According to the Structure equation model fitness test show the significant relation among the variable of stress and conflicts. That is CFI, GFI, NFI, AGFI values is more than 0.90

II. CONCLUSION:

The employees working in the Information Technology sector facing high stress due to low coordination among the employees and there is biasness among the peer team members. The research concludes with that, peer team coordination and team work reduce the stress among the working employees in the organization.

Future Scope:

There is lot of scope by increasing sample size, cover broad and wide range of sector and sectoral specific studies at different locations and at different levels based on the world economy, demand for sectors and type of employment. The present study is expected to contribute to the theoretical base on approach to conflicts in organizations on one hand and impact of stress in resolving conflict. The study may stimulate and provide an insight into the approaches required by the management to the respondents and readers to think about conflicts and introspect their ways of dealing with it at workplace. The study, by highlighting what the organizations are expecting and doing, as well as what they can do, would contribute to reorienting their practices for having a constructive approach towards building the organization on trust and confidence of all the stake holders especially the employees and management who together drive the organization, challenge the competitive business world with excellent organizational culture and strategies
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